Current projects

Establishing connections and policy ensuring queer student continued representation on campus

- Lack of organized LGBTQ2SIA+ community representation at council and student societies from late 2015 – 2018
- Connecting with external societies (Queer Faculty and Staff Caucus) to ensure another dissolution of DalOUT doesn’t occur
- Looking into motioning for DSU policy ensuring DalOUT president seat is filled

Organizing a counter – event against anti-LGBTQ2S speaker for event hosted at Dal

- Motioning for council to release letter stating the tolerance of Laura-Lynn Tyler Thompson’s scheduled appearance (an openly homophobic former PPC candidate) by the University is harmful and neglectful of the safety and well-being of queer students

Office hours

- Establishing office hours to meet and hear from LGBTQ2S+ students

Establish ad-hoc committee to improve student access to preferred names and pronouns

- In-progress. Still figuring out logistics but ideally, the committee will connect with students (especially trans students) and record their experiences and difficulties accessing preferred or gender-affirming names and pronouns.
- In-progress. Motioning for policy that ensures work will be carried on past beyond the 2019/2020 council

Committees

Society Review Committee

- Voted on the approval of Levy/Faculty society application for ratification via Airtable
Meeting November 20th, 2019